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McDonald's Ajax Sends Two to the
Olympics!
Neely Arsenault, Manager at the Heritage Square location of
McDonald's, and Melissa Quintanilla, mMnager at the Bayly
St. location are two of only nine McDonald's employees from
across Durham who are heading West to help staff
McDonald's Restaurants in Vancouver & Whistler during the
upcoming Olympic Games. McDonald's Restaurants from
across the country qualified to send employees based on
their performance across a number of quality and
performance measures in the month's leading up to the
selections. The fact that both McDonald's in Ajax qualified to
send an employee was a significant accomplishment and
owner Bradley Jacobson, who made the choice of who to
send once his stores qualified, was thrilled to be able to select
and recognize both Neely & Melissa for their exceptional
work, not only over the past many months, but over the past
many years.The two managers began as crew 15 years ago
and worked as crew together through much of high school.
Both ladies consider themselves passionate Olympic fans
with figure skating and hockey being their two favourite
Winter Games sports.
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Neely Arsenault, manager at the Heritage
Square location of McDonalds, and Melissa
Quintanilla, manager at the Bayly St. store, are
off to the Olympics
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